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PARKER SEIRES 2H 
Series 2H cylinders set the standard for performance, 
durability, and trouble free operation.
Parker superior design, the use of high quality 
materials and stringent manufacturing practices provide 
all customers with long cylinder service life and reduced 
operating costs.
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Align-A-Groove - A 3/10” wide surface 
machined at each end of the cylinder 
body. Makes precise mounting quick 
and easy. 

Ports - SAE “O” ring ports are standard. 
Optional Ports - NPTF ports are optional. 
with oversize NPTF and SAE also available.

Primary Seal - TS 200 Rod Seal is a proven leakproof 
design - completely self-compensating and self-relieving 
to withstand variations and conform to mechanical 
deflection that may occur.

“Jewel” Rod Gland Assembly - Externally removable 
without cylinder disassembly.

Secondary Seal - Double-Service Wiperseal TM.

Piston Rod Stud - Furnished on 2.000” diameter rods 
and smaller when standard style #4 rod end threads 
are required. Studs have rolled threads and are made 
from high strength steel. Anaerobic adhesive is used to 
permanently lock the stud to the piston rod.

Piston Rod - Medium carbon steel, induction case-hardened, hard chrome-plated 
and polised to 10 RMS finish. Piston rods are made from 85,000 to 100,000 psi 
minimum yield material in .625” through 4.00” diameters. Larger diameters vary 
between 57,000 and 90,000 psi minimum material, depending on rod diamerter.

End Seals - Pressure-actuated 
cylinder body-to-head and 
cap o-rings.

Steel Head - Bored and grooved to 
provide concentricity for mating parts.

Series 3H Cylinders provide unmatched reliability, 
performance, and innovative design features that 
aid in increasing productivity while reducing 
operating costs.
Parker’s externally removable bolt-on gland 
assembly makes preventive and routine 
maintenance quick and easy!

PARKER SEIRES 3H 

CALL NOW 

NORDON AGRICULTURAL CYLINDERS
Nordon NA Series cylinders are built for performance and 
durability, with a wide range of standard options to select 
from. These agricultural cylinders are designed to handle 
harsh environmental conditions, preserve a long life-cycle 
and all conform to ASAE Standards.
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